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MD 5 Annual Report 2021 – 2022 

Council Chairperson Kevin Bean 

 

Let me start by giving some much needed thanks, for this wonderful opportunity to have served in this 

challenging but eye-opening position as council chair. I need to thank the council for the continued 

support and listening to ideas of change, so that we can have a full functional council.  

2021-2022 has been a year of some sense of normalcy, surprises, overcoming fears, and dealing with a 

few struggles. But overall, we pulled off another great lions’ year. 

USA Canada Forum in Des Moines, IA was a remarkable success with face-to-face workshops, training, 

and presentations. MD5 was represented by twenty or so lions that all enjoyed the weekend! 

The first part of our lion year was to focus on how to get all lions on the same page with the Global 

Membership Approach. As a council we started to plan the MD5 Regional Lions Leadership Institute, 

unfortunately with the presence of Covid the RLLI is planned for the fall of 2022. The RLLI grant 

application was submitted for, approved, and received and will carry over to the Fall of 2022. 

After the first quarter some of the committees started to meet on a regular basis and discuss the needs 

of the multiple district’s so that the information could be brought up at the next council meeting.  

During the first quarter of the lion’s year, I was fortunate enough to attend the South Dakota, and North 

Dakota conventions which were very well planned out. We also attended two 100-year club 

celebrations, one in Aberdeen, SD, and Bismarck, ND. The New Year started, and the Constitution and 

By-Laws and Standard and Operations committee went to work updating because they have not been 

updated in a few years. As the committee was meeting, we decided to start the conversation about 

reinstating the Provincial and State Reps. These reps used to have a particularly significant role on the 

Council, by overseeing the operation committees so that the Governors could actually concentrate on 

taking care of their own district. 

A big thank you to PCC John Emmett for conducting another year of 1st VDG and 2nd VDG training. In the 

middle part of February we received sad news that our friend and council treasurer Kevin Vannett 



 

 

passed away and an emergency council meeting was call so that the council could vote to place PCC 

John Emmett in as the interim treasurer for the remainder of the lion’s year.  

The council meeting was finally held face to face in Minot, ND in March 2022; we had a great turnout 

and also were able to do an orientation with the 2nd VDGE’s. PID Pat Vannett held a protocol session 

with the elects and their spouses.  

The GMT, and GLT held monthly meetings and the GST held them as needed.  

Thank you, PCC Rick Pockett, PDG Rob Hill, PID Robert Littlefield, PID Pat Vannett, PCC John Emmett, PID 

Garnet Davis, PID Marvin Chambers, Secretary Ken Peters, District Governors, and all of the committee’s 

that took the time to meet and discuss issues that needed to be brought forward to council.  

Thank you all for the help and support as we steered this large and multiple engine ship. 

Humbly Submitted By: 

CC Kevin Bean 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

5 NE Annual Report 2021 – 2022 

District Governor Joe Sowokinos 

  

It was a great honor and privilege to serve as the district governor of 5NE. I enjoyed 
visiting clubs, inducting new Lions, making new Lion friends, and learning about the service 
projects they were conducting. One of my goals during my visits was to provide clubs with the 
LCI resources they need to be successful.  I relayed information about how clubs could receive 
funding for vision and community improvement grants from our Lions Foundation of North 
Dakota. Our district governor team visited approximately eighty percent of our fifty-two clubs 
by the end of March. We held weekly Zoom meetings where we discussed club successes as 
well as their needs to keep them moving forward.  

All eight of our zone chair positions were filled in July. Unfortunately, two zone chairs 
had to step down; one because of health and another because of family obligations. The 
remaining zone chairs filled in where they could. Zone chairs were active and had at least two 
zone meetings during the year. Reports were submitted to the DG team and presented at each 
our four cabinet meetings.  Quarterly zone chair Zoom sessions were held to discuss common 
problems and successes among zones. 

Lions in 5NE began having face-to-face meetings after eighteen months of Zooming. A 

very successful state convention was held in Watford City, ND, in October. An outstanding 

convention is being planned for next year at the Spirit Lake Casino near Devils Lake, ND. It is 

expected that over 200 members will register. Our Spring Rally was held in Jamestown, ND, in 

April. The keynote speaker, IPID Pat Vannett, was successful in motivating and educating us 

about Lionism and the Global Membership Approach. A few of the veteran Lion members 

mentioned that this was one of the best Spring Rally’s they have ever attended. Training 

sessions were conducted for zone chairs, presidents and secretaries. Other excellent presenters 

talked about how to use the Lions Club International website, how to attract new members, the 

ins-and-outs of grant funding provided by the Lions Foundation of North Dakota, and the 

importance of the District Governor’s Advisory Committee for the success of our district. 



 

 

Additional training sessions were held at our ND State Lions Convention in Watford City in 

October.  

Last July we developed our district goals looking ahead three to five years. We made 

considerable progress in several areas. Some of our progress is listed below. 

District 5NE has a new member growth of +12 members. This is the highest among the 

six districts in MD5. For whatever the reason, dropped members are increasing. Our biggest 

challenge is to help clubs from folding. With every member that drops, you need to bring in two 

new members to show growth.  

For the first time in several years, we obtained a 2nd VDGE at our state meeting in 

Watford City. Our nominating committee presently has a working list of Lions that eventually 

want to step-up, but are not ready to commit. Club presidents are encouraged to ask new 

members to hold offices in the club and to attend ELLI training sessions. Only in this way can we 

increase our list of future leaders.  

Two Zoom sessions were dedicated to the training of zone chairs and club secretaries in 

the process of recording service hours. In addition, one-to-one training was conducted during 

club visitations. We were successful in increasing our service reporting from 38% to 60% from 

January to mid-April. Our ultimate goal is to increase service reporting to 80% by June 30th.  

We concentrated on rejuvenating clubs and increasing member satisfaction. Zone chairs 

and the district governor team members provided clubs with LCI resources they need to 

become the club they want to be. We were also concerned about membership retention.  A 

few of the resources we provided clubs were a Blueprint for a successful Club, Club Quality 

Initiative, Membership Satisfaction Guide, and Your Club Your Way. To assist clubs in finding 

new, relevant service projects, we provided club secretaries with copies of the ‘100 simple 

service ideas’ and the ‘five global causes service ideas’ documents. I found that the most 

successful clubs in our district conducted ‘membership satisfaction surveys’ every 3 to 5 years. 

A Club Extension Team (CET) was formed to identify communities where new clubs 

could be chartered. Three were identified, namely Mayville-Portland, Grafton, and Park River, 

ND. We also were concerned with establishing branch and/or specialty clubs. There is 

motorcycle group in New Rockford, ND that is a candidate for a specialty club. Teams will be 

selected to visit these potential sites during the summer and fall.  

One of my goals for 5NE was to triple our number of Model Clubs in support of LCIF and 

Campaign 100. We are on course to reach this goal. As of April, three clubs have made the 

commitment. That included two Model Clubs (Red River and New Rockford Lions) and one 

Visionary Club (South Forks Lions). Two more clubs will be of contacted that have the potential 

to become a Model Club. 

   The following statistics are figures as of mid-April for 5NE; 282 service projects, 39,114 

people served, and 3,139 volunteer hours. These values should increase 30-40% by June 30th. 



 

 

Through the 3rd quarter of our Lions year, 38 clubs (73%) had donated $39,657 to LCIF and 

Campaign 100.  

A few clubs in our district are not doing well. It is a combination of an aging membership, no 

officer turnover, and a lack of new members. One club has had the same president for twelve 

years. In cooperation with our district GMT, a protocol for holding informal membership 

meetings was created. It is anticipated that his document may motivate clubs to actively seek 

new members. A team of Lions will be visiting these clubs during the last quarter of our Lions 

year.  

I want to thank all Lions in our district for their good work in helping district 5NE to become 

stronger as our Lions year progressed. Club members have been resilient and innovative during 

some difficult times. The new district cabinet and incoming district governor team are capable 

leaders. Let’s support them and keep the dream alive. 

Submitted by Joe Sowokinos, DG, 5NE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

5 NW Annual Report 2021 – 2022 

District Governor Scott Ressler 

    

 
It has been my privilege and honor to serve the 5NW District as District Governor. While Covid 

is still impacting clubs our District Governor team has been making club visits. When the final 

reports are in, I believe we’ll have reached around 90 percent of the clubs, mostly in face-to-

face visits. Overall, most clubs are doing well with activities and services. We’ve seen some 

clubs do well with drive up food raisers. Many clubs are getting back into doing their regular 

service project/find raisers.  

We had a great face to face State Convention last year in October. Our guest was International 

Director Justin Faber. Besides giving a great speech at our banquet he was very involved in the 

convention activities. Even with Covid still threatening we ended up with around 150 Lions and 

guests at the convention. A number of awards were presented at the convention as well and 

the induction of a new Lion and the presentation of Melvin Jones. 

At the State Convention, it was voted on to do a fund-raising project for a state-wide program 

called Noth Dakota Gateway to Science. This is a program that has been around for 27 years. 

Their current facility includes 2700 square feet of exhibit area. Under construction in a new 

state of the art 13,700 square foot facility. The concept behind this program is interactive, 

hands on, exhibits. Most exhibits tell the story of innovation and opportunity in North Dakota. 

Exhibits will feature energy, health care, agriculture, transportation and more. One of the 

exhibits, the Anatomage Table, is an amazing teaching tool of the human body. A local 

University brings their medical students in for exercises on this item.  



 

 

Our commitment to ND Gateway to Science is funding an eye exhibit in the exhibit hall as well 

as a mobile eye exhibit. The mobile exhibits travel around the State allowing learning 

opportunities in many communities. The main focus is bringing hands on learning to youths, but 

people of all ages enjoy spending time with all the exhibits. The 5NW goal is to raise $50,000 for 

the Eye Exhibits over 5 years.  

Membership is holding steady in 5 NW.  We do have one club that has been around for 94 years 

had submitted a request to LCI for termination but after visiting with a few of the member, 

they’ve decided to continue if we can help them recruit new members. This is a good example 

of why clubs do fail and close. They don’t recruit and become inactive. We are looking at 

bringing in the LCI membership specialist and working with them for this club and others.  

Our new Governor team is in place with officers for the DGE, 1st VDGE and 2nd VDGE. It is nice 

to have the continuity of a team that works well together. I’m very comfortable with this fine 

group of Lions coming into the 5NW leadership. 

We had a great Spring Rally with just over 100 Lions in attendance. It is fun to see the 

enthusiasm of the Lions attending this event. We did several training sessions including 

President, Secretary, and membership training. Our 2nd VDGE made a presentation on the 

future of North Dakota and how race diversification will impact out state. We are looking at 

growth in ND but we need to change how we do things to attract people of all races into Lions.  

I do thank the Lions of 5NW for allowing me to represent them as their District Governor. I look 

forward to continuing service as a Lions and next year will take on the challenge as the 5NW of 

the GMT. 

5 NW District Governor, 
Scott Ressler 
North Star Lions Club. 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

5 SKN Annual Report 2021-2022 

District Governor Marianne Kramchynsky 

 

 The 2021-2022 Lion year has been a continuation of the challenges that started in March 

of 2020 when Covid-19 turned our world upside down.  Well over a year into the pandemic, many 

clubs were still not meeting and had not elected new officers.  When I started on July 1, there 

were 17 clubs in our District who, as far as LCI was concerned, had no officers because officers 

had not been updated on MyLCI for the 2021-22 year.  That also meant that no one in the club 

received any correspondence, and no one had access to MyLCI to update the officers.  We were 

in this vicious cycle – you need officers to update information, but you can’t update any 

information unless you’re an officer.  We were finally able to appoint a District Administrator, 

Lion Carol Ewles, to get clubs and officers back up-to-date, and we hope that any clubs 

experiencing diffculty will contact her to ensure a smooth transition on July 1 of this year.  

  In my preparation and training for the position of District Governor, I was required to 

prepare a set of goals for my year in areas of Service, Membership, Leadership and Lions Clubs 

International Foundation, and the goals were supposed to be Specific, Measurable, Actionable, 

Realistic and Time-Bound (S.M.A.R.T.).  In view of the inconsistencies between communities and 

clubs, and even between individuals when it came to dealing with pandemic restrictions, it was 

a difficult time for goal setting to be anything close to realistic.  But I made guesses at what I 

thought we could accomplish, and in hindsight I am not disappointed with the results to date.  

And I think Lions Clubs are just beginning to realize how much their service has been missed over 

the last two years.  I am optimistic that with the right resources and support, our clubs will come 

roaring back in 2022-23.  So let’s take a look at how we have done.  

Membership Development 

 The metrics in this area are new clubs, new members, dropped members and net 

membership growth.  We were planning to create three new clubs with 60 charter members, and 



 

 

are currently on track to have two branch clubs formed with 22 new members to date.  Of the 

goal of  52 new members being inducted into existing clubs, we have actually inducted 57.  Our 

biggest challenge has been stemming the flow of dropped members. We had hoped to have no 

more than 25 dropped members, and are currently at 95.  This number includes some members 

of clubs on financial suspension and we are hopeful of bringing some of these members back 

before June 30.  

Leadership Development 

 It has been several years since this District has had an active leadership development 

program.  Assessing needs and planning for delivery of training took some time, and we had to 

engage with clubs and members in order to create interest in the offerings available.  Our goal at 

the beginning of the year was to ensure that 10 persons attend Zone Chair training, and that 40% 

of club officers attend or access club officer training.  Those sessions are being offered over the 

next several weeks.  We will better be able to evaluate progress closer to the fiscal year-end.  

Service Activities and Service Reporting 

 This has been a very difficult  area for many clubs, as aging membership and vulnerability 

to illness have kept many of our members from active service for the last two years.  While clubs 

who pivoted to meeting virtually and found ways to serve safely have been quite successful, 

those whose members are not as tech savvy or perhaps do not have good internet access (not 

uncommon in a large rural environment) have had less success.  And with little or no service, 

there isn’t much to report.  We started the year with around 30% of our clubs reporting service, 

and my goal was to get that to 60%.  Unfortunately, we are still hovering around the 30%.  But as 

clubs return to service post-pandemic and engage in officer training, I expect that there will be 

an upward trend in both actual and reported service activities.   

Lions Clubs International Foundation     

 In spite of everything that has gone wrong over the last couple of years, our clubs and 

members remain very generous, and support for our Foundation has been and remains 

outstanding.  My goal had been to ensure we had at least one more Model Club for Campaign 

100 – we have four as of today on the Insights page of My Lion and I am sure there will be more 

before the fiscal year-end.   The credit for the success of Campaign 100 in our District is owed to 

our incoming District Governor, Beryl Bauer.  In his capacity as District LCIF co-ordinator he has 

done a stellar job of engaging the clubs in our district in the Campaign.   

Other Initiatives – Global Action Team   



 

 

 It has been a primary objective in visiting clubs to acquaint them with the concept of the 

Global Action Team, and the relationship between Service, Membership and Leadership for all 

members.   One of the tools developed was our Lions Information and Acronym brochure which 

has been distributed to clubs as well as new members.  This tool has been so well-received, it 

was the topic of my application for a $500 US Global Action Team District grant, which was 

recently approved.  Those funds will be used for GAT projects such as membership drives, 

marketing materials, and promotion of meaningful service projects which are what we are really 

all about.  

Other Initiatives – Lions of Canada 

 A couple of years ago, LCI International Director Allan Hunt from British Columbia, Canada 

initiated a virtual gathering of the Lions of Canada on a regular basis in order to develop a national 

identity for Lions across the country and to explore initiatives to raise the our profile as a service 

organization of choice.  I have become involved in the Marketing Committee which is promoting 

Lions causes through various social media channels including Facebook, Instagram and TikTok, as 

well as the Advocacy and Community Engagement Committee which has developed an Advocacy 

Toolkit for clubs, and is working on a major event in Ottawa, Canada in November this year to 

introduce our lawmakers to Lion leaders and raise awareness of the value of volunteers in our 

communities.  We are also seeking status for our International Foundation as a charity of choice 

for matching government dollars in the same way that donations to the Red Cross for 

humanitarian aid in Ukraine are matched.  

Other Initiatives – Online learning and socialization  

 As I have visited with clubs around the district, one of my favourite topics is the fun you 

can have online talking to Lions around the world whether it’s on Zoom, FaceTime, Google Meet, 

Microsoft Teams or Ring Central.  The Burmester Virtual Bar is a social hour to hour and a half 

which started out as a weekly Saturday afternoon visit with Lions from all over the world, hosted 

by Jody and Dale Burmester from Wisconsin.  PDG Jamie Jones from Ontario has hosted several 

Lions Trivia Nights, typically on a Friday evening.  Lion Richard Stevenson from Arizona was one 

of the founders of the Global Lions Forum Facebook page which is a treasure trove of ideas and 

information on just about any topic you can imagine.  If there is a Lions subject you are curious 

about, use the search function in Facebook or YouTube and you are bound to find something of 

interest.   There are training videos, webinars, even music videos.   And it has been interesting to 

note how many Lions were unaware of the resources available at www.lionsclubs.org as well as 

the courses available in the “Learn” tab.   

Closing 

http://www.lionsclubs.org/


 

 

 It has been an honour and privilege to serve as the District Governor of District 5SKN, the 

northern district in Saskatchewan, Canada, and to get to know so many wonderful Lions in my 

District, across Canada and around the world.  I could not have done so much without my Cabinet 

team and the support of the incoming Governors, Lion Beryl Bauer and Lion Bernie Kramchynsky.  

Our District will be in good hands.    

 

District Governor Marianne Kramchynsky 
5SKN 2021-22 
“We Serve”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5 SKS Annual Report 2021 - 2022 



 

 

   District Governor Doug Ross  

 
       

Over the 2021-22 Lion’s year the state of District 5SKS has basically maintained the status 

quo in most regards. The pandemic has impacted the regular business of Lionism in 

Saskatchewan and its effects on our District clubs has been noticeable. The outlook for the 

spring and early summer is much more promising as our clubs and members get re-

energized for the next Lions year. 

Membership/Growth 

Our membership numbers are maintaining what they were at the start of the year, with a 

slight downward trend. Although clubs are recruiting, the demographics of most clubs is 

seeing a slight decline due in part to older lions leaving their clubs. Some clubs are finding it 

difficult to attract younger members again due to the average age of their membership being 

in the 60+ age group. 

I along with the members of the DG Team have been encouraging clubs to possibly start Club 

branches with the focus on younger members, who can then learn from the more senior Lions 

as they build their club into the Lions Club they want. 

Reporting 

Club reporting is virtually where it was at the start of the Lions year. Just slightly less than one 

half of our clubs are reporting membership and service, which is close to meeting the goal for 

this category that I had set at the beginning of the year. During visitations, I will discuss this 

with Club executive officers and reinforce the reasons why reporting is an important part of 

club management. 

Training 

1st VDGE Lion Lane Johnson has worked very hard with our District GLT Coordinator PDG 

Lion Jim Vermeersch to establish training protocols and have rolled those out during 

training sessions for Club officers and Zone Chairs. The last training session to be offered at 

our last Cabinet meeting of this year will focus on Club Presidents and the path they can 



 

 

follow to become Zone Chairs. 

LCIF 

As Campaign 100 slowly winds down, the Lions of District 5SKS have contributed, but not to 

the level that LCI was possibly hoping for. Even though LCIF is a noble charitable cause to give 

to and is promoted by the DG Team there is still reluctance by some Clubs to donate in the 

amounts desired by LCIF. A larger portion of funds raised by a number of Clubs is earmarked 

for the community in which the Club is located. There are a large number of “Community 

Clubs” in our District – community first is their focus. This is not a negative thing but may not 

result in funding levels that LCIF had forecasted for our District. 

Succession 

Where have all of the Zone Chairs gone? We have gone through this year, as we did the 

preceding year missing three zone chairs and keeping a few of the current Zone Chairs as 

engaged as possible as they want to be replaced as soon as possible due to their 

overextended terms in the position! Discussions within or District Cabinet have identified a 

need for LCI to open up the pre-requisites for this position to other than Club Presidents. 

Capable and experienced Club Treasurers and Secretaries should also be viewed as possible 

candidates for the Zone Chair position. By extending the Zone Chair qualifications to this 

group, the number of candidates would triple above what Lions are now available to fill the 

position! 

Convention 

The proposed 2021 Saskatchewan Lions Convention that was to be held in Yorkton 

Saskatchewan in October 2021, then re-scheduled for March 2022 was eventually 

cancelled. In hindsight the organizing of the convention by the convention committee and 

lack of solid guidelines and procedures for this event has a large part to play in the 

cancelation. Lessons learned from the failure of this convention have already been used to 

insure the proposed 2022 Saskatchewan Lions Convention scheduled in October of 2022 in 

Regina will be a big success. A solid convention committee has already developed a draft 

program and the venue is ready to go – all that remains to be done is advertising the event 

and promoting it throughout the two Saskatchewan Districts. 

Summary 

I would like to take the opportunity to thank a number of key Lions that provided exceptional 

support to me during my Lions year as their District Governor. My DG Team – DGE Lion Alvin 

Matechuk, 1st VDGE Lion Lane Johnson and 2ndVDGE Lion Heather Vermeersch, provided me 

with valuable insight, feedback and support throughout the year. Our weekly DG Team 

meetings were supportive, focused and time well spent. 

I am fortunate to have a large number of Lion Leaders in my District all of whom provide wise 



 

 

and sound council to me whenever I asked or when they knew that it was needed. PID’s Lion 

Garnet Davis and Lion Marvin Chambers, PCC Lion Rick Pockett, PDG’s Lion Rob Hill, Lion Jim 

Vermeersch, Lion Ken Peters and Lion Al Sullivan made up this group. I thank them all for their 

dedication to our District Lions and for their continued support. 

And last, but by no means least, my wife District Secretary Lion Debbi Ross. She was indeed 

my right hand in everything that I did during my year as District Governor. I humbly thank her 

for all the professional work she has helped me with and for her unwavering support! 

Respectfully Submitted 

 

District Governor Lion Doug Ross 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 SE Annual Report 2021 - 2022 



 

 

 
District Governor David Pigors  

 
 

Lions 2021-22 was the year things returned to normal.  As of October, all clubs in the 
district were able to resume in person meetings with exception of 1 club meets virtually. 
The district hosted the first in person state convention held this past October in Sioux Falls with 
approximately 120 members attended, the 2-day convention featured keynote speaker ID 
Robert Block from IL, and recognized the Sioux Falls Downtown Lions, Aberdeen Lions, and 
Rapid City Downtown Lions for their 100 years of service. 
The first district spring forum/officers training was held in Redfield SD this past April with 
approximately 50 members attended, forum featured keynote speaker PCC Randy Ritterbush 
from Battle Creek, Ne.   Recognized Huron Lions and Mitchell Lions Clubs for their 100 years of 
service.  29 members attended the officers' training for president, vice president, secretary and 
treasurer.  
Membership in the district has been a struggle the past 2 years, the district has lost 4 clubs 
bringing the number of clubs down to 40 in the district.  Retention has also been a problem; 89 
members have dropped to-date, with another 12 members being dropped before June 30th this 
represents in excess of 10% loss.  As of to-date the district has inducted 82 new members which 
bring a loss of –19 members' net.  In the district there is 8 counties without a lion's club they 
are, Roberts, Day, Grant, Duel, Hamlin, Kingsbury, Miner and Sanborn Counties.  This cuts the 
district into 2 pieces with Huron and Watertown in the North west, Mitchell and Brookings in 
the Southeast with a LION'S DESERT IN BETWEEN.  This has been evolving for Decades and will 
take years of work to correct, and dedication from the district. 

As of April 30th 33/40, clubs have been visited.  5 club visits are scheduled in May with 2 
clubs left to schedule.  Chevron Awards for Years of Service have been presented to Members 
at club visit.   

The Sioux Falls Siouxland Lions club has been selected by the Service Activities 
Committee of the International Board of Directors to receive the prestigious Kindness Matters 
Service Award in honor of the plastic bag recycling bench project.  This Award is 1 of the 30 
presented this year, throughout entire International Lions Clubs. Congratulations to Sioux Falls 
Siouxland Lions club. 

“WE SERVE” 



 

 

5SE DG David Pigors lmpigors@abc.nvc.net  
 

 5 SW Annual Report 2021 – 2022 
 

District Governor Geraldine Ray 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The 21-22 ‘class’ of District Governor’s broke ground due to travel and gathering restrictions.  

As DGE’s we were the 1st to be 100% virtually trained.  This placed limitations on interaction 

between leaders and fellow International District Governors, however we did survive.  The year 

proved to be very challenging as we experienced clubs that had lost members due to inactivity 

of the club, age, and death.  I missed the pageantry of the red jacket ceremony, attending my 

1st International Convention, and the opportunity to meet fellow Lions from around the world. 

Rapid City Downtown Lions celebrated their 100th anniversary.  Lions from around South 

Dakota and North Dakota enjoyed the fellowship of the evening.  PID Pat Vannett represented 

LCI as the guest speaker.  Congratulations to the Club with a membership of 44 Lions and they 

continue to grow. 

Membership:  

The goal for the year was an addition of 40 new members, 1 new club and 2 branch clubs.  

There have been 32 new members inducted, 43 dropped for a net growth of -11, current 

member count is 662 with 31 clubs.  The GMT began to meet again with citizens of Faith to 

form a new club.  Storms and illness have greatly limited the process.  I was just notified a club 

is becoming inactive.  The Piedmont Valley Lions Club will retain their charter with 1 remaining 

member. The use of an Extension Specialist to assist with a club rebuild is being planned. 

Service: 

mailto:lmpigors@abc.nvc.net


 

 

In my visitation’s pf clubs, I was very excited to hear all the plans being made for fund raisers 

and putting those funds to use through service projects.  Each club were making plans and 

there was excitement in those plans.  Biggest obstacle is the reporting of service hours.  There 

are several reasons given for not reporting:  don’t want to pat our own backs; don’t understand 

why it is important; and biggest reason – it is a pain.   

Leadership: 

2021-2022 Officer training was virtual this year.  Fifteen of the 31 clubs participated with 45 

members in attendance.  Not all those in attendance were officers.  This was the most officers 

that had been trained for many years.  There was ‘in your face’ campaign conducted.  A simple 

to-the-point flyer was sent out each week for a month.  There also has been 2 Guiding Lion 

classes offered in the Black Hills area.  A 3rd is being planned to be held in the eastern area of 

5SW in the next couple of months.  The Long-Range Planning Committee has begun to create a 

list of Lions that have expressed an interest in leadership opportunities in the future.   

LCIF: 

The district once again partnered with Scheels in a raffle for its fund raiser.  All members were 

encouraged to purchased 1 and sell 1.  In addition to the raffle, all members were encouraged 

to make individual donations.  I encouraged each club to make a donation, and was encouraged 

with a response.  There was a club in a small community that indicated no donation would be 

made.  Their reason, we want the money donated by our community to be used to be used for 

projects in the community. 

It has truly been my pleasure to serve as 5SW District Governor for 2021-2022.  I have learned 

so much about Lions Club International and Multiple District 5 in the past 3 years.  I look 

forward to continued learning and serve the District as requested by future District Governor’s. 

Where there’s a need there’s a Lion 
We Serve 
 
DG Lion Geraldine 
Visions Lead to Success 

 


